
Hi Bob:
             You are correct that Glenn Beck did not 
specifically point the finger at the Russians or the Chinese or the 
Iranians.  His guest did.  And this was done in the context of “what 
will this government do” i.e. the government of the United States, 
when we can no longer finance our debt.  Beck pointed to the fact 
that numerous countries like Greece have executed what is commonly 
known as a “bail in.”   If you have money in the bank you stand to 
lose all or part of it. The government will seize it in order to protect 
the integrity of the financial system.   And then Beck asked Freeman 
is this going to happen?  Freeman said yes.  Then when prompted by 
Beck he pointed the finger at the three main elements of the BRIC 
nations.  ..   (He also threw in Syria,,,can’t forget those evil Syrians…) 
This was no accident.   That is why Freeman was called on the show.   
That is why Freeman was paid to write the book “Game Plan” which is 
not a game plan at all since it fails to acknowledge the source of our 
financial and economic problems -- the organized criminal conspiracy 
known as the Federal Reserve.  But that is another story.  
                Now let us digress.  This film started with the subject of 
“cyber attack” and then blended seamlessly into the subject of the 
government seizing bank accounts.  Did you see that?  Do you see 
how cleverly these two issues were blended together?  If you don’t 
think that this video was  carefully scripted, then think again. This is 
one of the finest pieces of spin I have ever seen.  And it is clearly 
intended to condition the public as to what is coming …. Soon!   
                  Freeman  was right about one thing.   There is going to 
be a cyber attack on our financial system.    In the last year there 
have been numerous warnings in the controlled media about a “cyber 
attack” on the U.S. financial system.  We have already had a few test 
runs to see how the public would react.  Soon we will have  the main 
event.   But when this happens, do you think it will be  the Russians 
who CONFISCATE both the bank and the pension funds of the citizens 
of this nation? The Chinese?  Maybe the Iranians?   I hope not.  There 
is a good reason why Freeman is warning us.   And it has absolutely 
nothing to do with any altruistic desire to protect the innocent and the 
gullible. If he had such a desire he would tell everyone listening to get 
their money out of the financial system and all dollar denominated 
assets.  When this so-called cyber attack occurs, and the government 
is “forced” to confiscate more of the wealth of this nation, (this will be 
for our own good, you know … we have to save the banking system, 
you know) the public mind will already be conditioned to focus on the 
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 New enemy.                               
  They will blame the Iranians for cyber-attacking us and collapsing 
our banking system! Or they will blame the Chinese, or the Russians?  
Don’t forget those Syrians. They have a long list to choose from.
    It will never occur to the folks who are skinned out of everything 
they own, that maybe the organized criminal element that runs both 
Washington and the New York financial centers were the culprits that 
bankrupted the USA and stole their life savings. 
  That thought will never cross their minds.  Instead, they will turn to 
their favorite news station for further instructions.    Lets see, if they 
are liberals they will turn on CNN and if they are “conservatives” they 
will turn on FOX.  Or they will tune in to Glenn Beck. All will mislead!  
                        Meanwhile my friend, keep your powder dry.   
Protect yourself and your family, and remember that the real enemy, 
the banksters, are playing for all the marbles.  They intend to take 
everything you own. 
                                 Tom
 
Subject: Glenn Beck Blames Theft of Your Savings on Russia/China/Syria, 
Not the BANKSTERS!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5gxJdI1Zcw 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5gxJdI1Zcw

